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:j_fraction 
 
Fraction Conversion 
 
Description: 

This program converts decimal real numbers to their equivalent fractions. It is used by 
parameter set and display programs to convert decimal values to fractions for display in 
Imperial Unit / Fractional Output Display Format databases. 
 
The real number is read from the real number global variable rmn_transfer. It is 
rounded to 3 decimal places and then if the fractional portion (less than whole number) 
is an even fraction to the 32nd, it is converted to a fraction. The entire number is then 
stored in the string global variable smn_transfer, where it may be picked up by the 
calling sigmac. 

 
 
Level: 
 3s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_fraction 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 smn_transfer, rmn_transfer 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 None 
 
 
Example: 
 
 rmn_transfer=0.125 

:j_fraction 
   

In this example the real number value 0.125 stored in the real number global 
variable rmn_transfer is converted to the fraction '1/8' which is stored in the 
string global variable smn_transfer. 
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 rmn_transfer=0.188 
 :j_fraction 
 

In this example the number in the real number global variable rmn_transfer is 
not an even 32nd of the whole so the number is left as digital and returned in the 
string global variable smn_transfer as '0.188'. 

 
 
Related Utilities: 
 :j_getflg, j_setflg 
 
 
Notes: 
  

1. The portion of a real number greater than zero is carried through the program and 
added to the fractional portion. Thus the real number 2.125 would be returned as '2 1/8'. 

 
2. Fractional values which are not to the 1/32nd are left as decimal and returned in the 

string as such. For example the real number 1.188 would be returned in the string as 
'1.188'. 

 
3. Negative values are accepted and the negative sign is carried through the program. The 

real number -2.125 would be returned as '-2 1/8'. 
 

4. While this program is mainly used to convert real number fractions of an inch to decimal 
inches for parameter value display, units are not considered in this program and unit 
indications are not added to the string. This is left for the calling sigmac to do and 
makes this utility more flexible to be used for any conversion purpose. 
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